One Child International's 101 Lecture Series (1C 101)

October 15, 2012: One Child International is pleased to announce the launch of a new
lecture program titled 'One Child 101.' The first lecture was delivered at the invitation of
Keiser University, at their Miami campus at the beginning of October 2012.

What is the 101 program?
The 101 program is a lecture series that provides basic, core, information about child
abuse, violence against children, child protection and domestic violence. The program
assumes no prior knowledge on the topic.
Why the basics?
Since 2006 One Child International has been providing information about child abuse
prevention to a wide audience of medical professionals, law enforcement, government
officials, the judiciary and the public.
A lesson we have repeatedly learned is that the level of knowledge of the audience is
much lower than might be expected. Why? As was confirmed by audience members,
many were never taught the basics. Our program makes up that gap effectively by
providing this knowledge in a clear, concise and readily understandable lecture format.
Lecture duration
Each runs 2 to 4 hours, depending on the size and needs of the audience. Lectures are
tailored to the audience - student, professional, or public.

Format
In addition to the lecture, audience interaction is encouraged in the form of questions

and discussion at the end of each section. Audience members are encouraged to bring
questions with them so that they can be addressed.
One Child 101 topics include:
1. Child abuse - violence against children - the four types of child abuse - protecting
children from sexual abuse
2. Domestic Violence - Violence against Women
3. Commercial Exploitation of Children

Costs
1. Private or corporate: $100 per person*
2. For non-profit, educational, governmental, law enforcement, religious, or volunteerbased organizations - on request - the cost may be underwritten as a grant by One Child
International. The book 'Child Abuse Explained for concerned parents' will not be
included in the this offer.
> Out of pocket expenses - travel, hotel etc., are payable by the requesting group.
[*includes a copy of the book "Child Abuse Explained for concerned parents.']

Coursework
An outline of the class-work is provided for note-taking.
Certificate
Each attendee will receive a certificate of attendance.

Interested?
Inquiries about lectures may be directed to info@1child.net or by calling 561 654 8245.

